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By Warren Green, Barbara Levy Simon

Columbia University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Columbia Guide to
Social Work Writing, Warren Green, Barbara Levy Simon, Social work practitioners write for a
variety of publications, and they are expected to show fluency in a number of related fields.
Whether the target is a course instructor, scholarly journal, fellowship organization, or general
news outlet, social workers must be clear, persuasive, and comprehensive in their writing, especially
on provocative subjects. This first-of-its-kind guide features top scholars and educators providing a
much-needed introduction to social work writing and scholarship. Foregrounding the process of
social work writing, the coeditors particularly emphasize how to think about and approach one's
subject in a productive manner. The guide begins with an overview of social work writing from the
1880s to the present, and then follows with ideal strategies for academic paper writing, social work
journal writing, and social work research writing. A section on applied professional writing
addresses student composition in field education, writing for and about clinical practice, the
effective communication of policy information to diverse audiences, program and proposal
development, advocacy, and administrative writing. The concluding section focuses on specific
fields of practice, including writing on child and family welfare,...
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Basically no phrases to spell out. It is actually rally interesting throgh studying time. You can expect to like just how the article writer create this publication.
-- B r a den Lea nnon-- B r a den Lea nnon

Extremely helpful for all class of folks. I really could comprehended almost everything using this written e publication. You will not feel monotony at at any
time of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V
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